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Shahnameh,

ABSTRACT
Park and garden of Persian poets and writers are constantly trained and careful
consideration and there. Shahnameh star lightening sky science and literature in the
special effects. Shahnama is a guide to the bewildering world of today. In the vast
ocean of thought and wisdom is epic full of attractions - Intellectual countless, and the
effects of special education of the bearing. This paper aims to aims and methods of Lim
and Islamic education from the perspective of determining Different examples to
explain and examine it in the Shahnameh. Hakim Ferdowsi is as a guardian and
interpreter of the Qur'an to all target Islam and its training camp in the form very
attractive and fit exactly within the lines of story content to work Win. He generally
Educational goals such as unity, Prophecy, Resurrection and ... details The doctrine
Living like patience, contentment, satisfaction and ... In-depth and meticulous attention
to boo A. God is the God of the unit and the unit and Shahnameh Studies requires not
wobbly at the thought and mind of man Fit into such a god worthy of worship is pure
and free from hypocrisy and the main presenting symptom and cause him to describe
Abed, prayer at peak times Speaking of the remote mountain From the front to the back
enemy troops and then tells the king's own army slave bondage to the soil The pray to
image Kills ., Ferdowsi describes the world as magic That because a woman is dressed
and coquetry The loom And when your desire for him to be caught in the dark And evil
Eater's own And thereby draws attention to the world premiere. Human freedom does
not continue Shahn.
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INTRODUCTION
At dawn of hope prairie breeze Islam spear transition, blanketing was soon fragrance, it was pleasant to Iran
and "So Natural Law Interactions of a group of Iranian intellectuals Humiliated century First up Fourth, In order
to At Break the pride of those Desperate rulers in Ignorance of Arabic ago Islam is the most effective means of
influencing psychological The demoralization of the enemy, with Proud of its historic past Through the
dissemination of writings and poems National epic Mention Of Princes and The ancient Iranian heroes That,
while such Professor Tus with the Nose, Account seemingly victorious generals "Ghazi" But Against The true
Islam appreciated: Prophet Mercy and Scripture it The Holy Quran And ordinances life Wealth creation and
prosperity Says the team apart Consciously aware of the lead nations and religious education notes People on
the other Only At Knowledge and piety With Citation In verse 13, Rebel Chapter of the Stone: (it God to) few
items taken advantage of ethno-political culture to promote widespread Arms against the Arab emirs Puppet The
Umayyad caliphs and usurping Abbas in Iran Pay. "(Warlike, 1381 / C 2/59) that renewed enthusiasm Cultural
life and aspire to Shahnameh S play well of Toth same spirit was emanating.
Persian poetry style door since the beginning of the second half of the third century, by the end of the fifth
century Khorasani style Call, which feature The Highlights It is a heroic spirit. Shahnameh The Ferdowsi
document integrity and authenticity Iranians because "nations The Years in Area have lived with Easy Events
And difficult to None And conquered The And win The Upon His hands went And Failures to those Is reached,
Inevitably Fiction or History The heroic of heroes and Attackers abuse and Violations and abuses Conquerors
conqueror in He will be remembered; The Indeed Memories of The emergence and It is based on the principles
of nationality and Anna Of Why is that such a round Both are Fiction Those who represent the majesty and
glory of the nation and Devotion And dedication By him, appeared to Language shall be English and The breast
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to the chest and With over time and frequency during the Perfection and Development and Rise Go to Finally
obtained Poetry Professor And Mighty home Looks like And he is of it or to it The system enormous and
created immortal.
"Such a system of Including Upon Ideas of chivalry and bravery and Figures nation, the system The Epic
Championship Read and The system It is That works Glory and Ingenuity and Relative strengths Beauty And
glory, and languages His manners are obvious and therefore Critics saying the system is now The epic more of
all of Ed heedless And, Epic poetry upon Poetry is superior to other types Them. " (Safa, 1363 / beginning)
One effects of Ferdowsi Of large The Works Iranian epic the world language Simple Mental written. Of
Arabic words only Emergency and use of ornament and words Consider avoiding it. Apart from Shiva appeared
and the Adhesives, what "Shahnameh of Ferdowsi Up to The Quran Persian people "(Ibn al-Athir, 1282 AH /
69) Upgrades, excellent themes And moral education which is made The initiative The firm is a poet of the
times in the introduction The Fiction And when, after the death of the king, or athletic celebrity iPod not
included in There is no Wise advice outright F. Tous language Opens and advice. And this is wisely orders,
large Ferdowsi becomes clear intellectual framework.
With Review and Thinking theme of man Construction would be epic Of Ferdowsi as the Encyclopedia of
Human Sciences It Time was introduced. Contributions Encyclopedia mirrors the Whole View Human relations
and ethical and should Taboos of ancient days. Our With It is freely Ethics, Which leads to greatness and The
Glory of Ancient Persia This is the time Create suit current conditions Society and Culture Letter Of Education
Traditional education And Compilation of The And Presented to the world, because of faith, courage, honesty
and like this In all Of human societies and For all of the Ignorance is desirable, Oppression, Oppression and lies,
in fact an alien and is reprehensible.
Science is based on education and Essentially Target of Creation of the world, the creation of man and to he
is reaching perfection. The Here is The Education Intermediate found Will. Imam Khomeini (ra) Says:
"Carelessness and Negligence in Education and Education betrayal To Islam and IR and A cultural autonomy
Nation and Country." The purpose They Education, Islamic Education And Religious A. International
Encyclopedia of Education, Religious Education Defined such Will: "Regular teaching and Program planned
The aim It achieves a About the Existence God, Indeed Universe Existence And Relationship Man With Lord
Other Of people The At Society Lives and also with All human beings Is. "(Mashayekhi Rudd, 1385, p. 70)
Then Can be He said all efforts That all religions, including Of Jews, Christians and Muslims In order to
promote Religion And Religion Education Own To Others are doing and Effort They The Religion Own The
Expand And More people Are attracted to religion, religious education is a component, which The activities in
Each Where, Of Including home, School, Street, Market And Other Is possible. The Activities did Limited to a
monastery, Klosaya not a mosque.
Discussion on Educational Affairs Shahnameh:
For the first time, read it in the Ahnamh Tahmoores Asyrshan had learned from the January call.
"In the area around the national epic of raising children and in some cases even before the birth of the child
is discussed. Accountability in Father of the Iranian people properly The one for parenting And At When the
father For reasons of Including possible loss of the war parenting In Standard, worthy The person, A
grandfather.
In Shahnameh when genies go to the land of Turan grandfather with his father is and B. Child Good ... more
to his father gives:
I should a closed G U Del Mar Meyer One of the Baroque to the final Bap
In G. said: The World Champion And seraph bright and brave Secret Smooth
B. You will be crushed in the next keep of G Gar refuse day
The battle to find out blowing views Shay, who cruise or parties, unless the (Khatami, 1387/316)
When Frank tells the child's life is in danger, nursing children are found to be rich meadows where cattle
But he was very rich in cattle properties:
Cash Cow was the name of the source Vera was the best of breed (B, C 1, 38/112)
And also:
Where Moon was rich in cattle which was unaffected due to the Stress (B, C 1, 38/124)
Fereydoun three years when cow's milk was rich, then Frank's son, a religious man in Mount Rose Labe
Give:
No child gained as a citizen Chicken Chow razor sharp mountain
Brown was a group of religious men the gloom of the world's (B, C 1, 39 / 138- 139)
He is the son of Frank and it gives you Says:
Cayenne does my precious child Hemi will be the forum You had to guard him like father trembled for his
life (B, C 1, 39 / 142-141)
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The center of the religious upbringing of the children's He takes the same such training can Nowadays you
do not know me in knowledge that would have approved of Education and it consists of non-violence and
coldness:
His son was a good man the wind never did reject him (B, C 1, 39/143)
If the potential benefit for children Sponsored by Presence Father or Grandfather did not provide him To
nurse It gave a clean sophisticated. Such that F Mastan's son secretly Shahrzad And the nurse's Leave. But it
came to the selection criteria The Much attention It is important to:
A liberal estimate of the crossing of the Clean RAM and a jump (B) set out (C-774/13)
That was Bedangh Child of sleeping drunken Surge Eye paste the refuse Hand (C-774/28)
The each is after the don’t stay are a few that are above the The male
The Heir find out blowing and clay of War Tion G Rose and Small and May be Mongoose
Chow Children under The current effort Remedy oh, and to the mercy of the Day (H, 302, 882-304)
Child for Education and Culture Art educators are Buried in Such is the story of King Artaxerxes we read:
Bring Educational to be any has anyone had any Kozfrzangi Write Vakhtash find out Pepe Levi Meeting of
pride and Khosravi (H, 878 / 149-150)
Education in the Ahnamh:
When don’t stay of learning if you die Hemi Kindle (887/486)
Cho is a culture of child Go play with the tight time (887/487)
Educating a child at a very young age is what Shahnameh Fresh start. "A man is considered a child of seven
years there. Plan primarily to raise it is thought that growth The earlier children His physical development is
There. Eight years of gay men and heroes are consistent Is because Perot shear very great purpose. "(Abraham
Zadeh, 1991: 95) and that children should be educated, perpetual, hero and Let worship time. In Shahnameh
"Everyone is responsible for child care, the He must also undertake education and Child As far as can be
brought culture, if for any reason a child's education directly by the parents failed He was a cultural and handed
the baby to turn their commitment to That the teachers and their supervisors will obedience."(Treasury, 1993 /
pp. 73-72)
Unity:
The basic principle of the unitary monotheism of Islam and the Unitarian faith in the writers and poets of
Islam and Iran has been a dramatic and smooth. Thought Single Egotism, widely Most of the Funds the
intellectual Shahnameh Ferdowsi up the population is about 600, so that it is allocated. The Shahnameh bit of
fun with the name and mantra of every Iranian and non-Iranian Davand it is:
In the name of God transfer from our language top another.
(H, 1.1)
And in other literature, Ferdowsi place to fit the theme of divine names and attributes of her argument uses
the same factors that caused the charm and variety of these types of lines are repeated It Of dysphoric Apr Not.
The name of our knowledge is superior to that of G Author has been the peak of the (H, 1, 4)
God is the I do not Davand Everything Pairs It is and unique God (H-995/1889)
G and Removal Oak do Cotton said. Name of God Sweetheart and C Fat (H-867/218)
What not fit the entrepreneurs in our G He is the best of time and Mac (H-920/591)
And thanks Praise:
Praise is only human can the blessing EBay The Lord to do.
All good Of the Theology from him Up to Thank you alive (H-823/857)
Since the Speaking an increase our world off its Rein laud (H-892/667)
The great God and Holder set The Pas eternal goodness Gourmet (H-994/1860)
Commend Centre He Such as Power Night search it date as makeup (H-72/596)
Ferdowsi works of Sam Zaal up in the mountains and knows disbelievers of blessings Rustam language of
blame Sam said:
You with the world not cause War That the Black Zchh Spidoost color (H-83/983)
Worship and Bondage in Shahnameh Ferdowsi:
Worship and Servitude in Meter by all aspects of school life and educational Ferdowsi Surrey Current At
the root of human Shahnameh Soil gem Chow Race Its and their fate In the Sky Search atmosphere. And this is
not possible except man at the moment Teach your life God. And Creator and serve with meat His skin Are
intertwined.
That whoever knows God is the Do not delete and good worshiper January is not the worshiping of Sin
Chow the Man the Web sites (H-934/372)
For the first in shahnameh, Dazrman Jamshid of the Azabdan was formed:
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Business community rejected The Thus, within the Fifty Verde Ave.
Cut loss group Khoanish Ross M worshipers are the Danish Separate small of among the groups
Worshipers to Replacement of the A group B. Dan to worship the one Arshan is clear before it his God (H, 112 /
17-20)
Wise Tous Azdstoorasrat disobedience divine wisdom knows far:
Each of its One of just a God of I refuse to turn these cases, instead of (H-138/326)
Virtue:
Ferdowsi, human Monotheism and piety to be learned He believes that virtue, a man of Immune to the
ugliness of sin are:
One child was clean and god worshipers need bad Radar no hands Even though it was a bad ace John B.
Zoe is afraid to appeal (C 6/153)
Accept John's and to God the Parr world except for the Nikkei wily eggs (C 7/101)
The main scope of the Center world Recognizer manifest and the Hanah Fear and Praise him a call night
usually pray to it (H-1008 / 2366-2367)
Ferdowsi self- introduction the theology Knows:
Home of the world wonderful remembrance of Brian learned to worship in now World since Ben Gray
donate judge someone's penis Janet is a wonderful and amazing people first, its size should be (H, 429 / 11-13)
Reason:
What's up man as the Caliph Hey allele top Winning wisdom and Wisdom and Therefore, the Shahnameh
of Ferdowsi I am a God beginning with A. because no one has ever failed to get the two-way search works and
how to realize them.
God named the top Thought (H, 1.1)
Do not miss the epic status of the intellect is fundamentally human fate by the purchase of reason and
human dignity achieved:
I reject any better than what was what I refuse to give its set of solutions (H, 1.18)
I reject your rejection F. Zadi is the robe of the idea of distant And Off the bad (N, C 8/199)
Ephesus was the reason Shahriyar the ornaments were unspecified makers Damned be bad Nick man St.
rejected and try to turn the bad (H, 996 / 1897- 1898)
Faith and religion are you:
If you split the pie, amidst the epic verses long walk, Footprint of all principles and Religious beliefs and
Islamic at we will find it. The general principles of the Islamic rulings finest and we will affirm the judgment of
the unconscious Ibn Athir at In the Shahnameh First mentioned: "As the Shahnameh of Ferdowsi in writing the
famous book is this book contains sixty thousand bits of Persian history, and the Qur'an is the nation "(Ibn alAthir, 1282 AH / 69)
And have the knowledge and free the study of religion Search term of redemption of BPA Vagar Dell will
not be not be Zhand the smell of the poor who die empty string Behavior of the C of G to the prophet's Heart of
darkness the water is cleaner (N, C 3 / 88-91)
Orbital province:
Hakim Ferdowsi marvelous power In his controversial Although the saga of a little verses, but the verses
are very deep, love The applicants expressed their master, Hazrat Ali (AS) has stated. He was as tough in
defense of Muhammad and Al Muhammad prepared The devotee is servant to the left New Ghaz birth and those
due to the Shi'a, he is a heretic These are called Wrote:
That gave me a share in a Yale Tenet's Besaym Chow Door of the Nile Worrying, I turned the hearts of
Replica of the prophet and John A. Lee If this passes, Shah Mahmoud My Vera An atmosphere Nasnjid
Wisdom Head Association of evil Friends of Ali call against him, but (H-892/669)
He likened the world to a turbulent sea coast, it is invisible and the only way out of the sinking water Dan's
last refuge on the ship is safe and secure Knows:
Sage this world institutions like the sea no color cloth arms swing steep wind waves When he made the
seventy ships all sails On F cloth Ship flat like a bride what you love such as Russian Muhammad Ali and evil
within But the Prophet and the family member Intelligence center to see the sea Find and saw Ben C. Bank Na
Coe would Putt Bidanst wave Do not ask someone out black and white color Dell said that if the prophet
and successor I'm indulging my two assistants executor Surely that was a hand me change Crown and throne of
God and Leva (N, 4 / 101- 108)
Trust:
Reliance on Shahnameh is a beautiful expression:
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After the war, Gordon is not the God of entries Kazan please Barman (7, 354/869)
God job to please God, traveler's palm Chertoustsy game Zara (8, 412/1593)
Satisfaction to the Divine (Contentment):
According to the teaching of people being happy to accrue share Sazshahna May God save satisfying to
torment the man Raazranj, As hear you tons MSN Stand In Vogue AZO Rosie fears that! (C-900/18)
And there, in one of forgiveness Court ask God greed and Abby are Ney Bypass Rich the Hero is satisfied
Back Human G no raining mud return (H-887/477 - 479)
Ethics:
In the Shahnameh Ferdowsi almost all Of Humanities and Education, Topics deep and wide There is, for
every hunter The path of humanity and perfection, King The key of the knowledge gained Gives moral and
disciplinary lines of text so that if we Separated Shahnameh provides more than 700 bits The book itself is large
and valuable. Are:
Respect for parents:
Inside Funds (C) in respect of the original Shahnameh and mother when Sam is in opposition to the wishes
The albino's marriage Roodabeh, Daughter of Mehrab Zkhak race was The decision was taken to attack Turan,
such as albino Says:
Now I stand much you I have I have tons of rage and then I have (H-83/990)
In all Story and, when the rude and Respect to the parent comes in to Ferdowsi is rude and bad stories large
prudent Affront to his ear and and it will eventually result Posts Their ugly behavior. "In the story Zhak We see
this as evil and antiseptic finally, the Fereydoun caught patricide The King comes to take him to Mount
Damavand sound of happiness our oven And the clause is Kills. "(Hammy Diane, 90, 13 / 13-30)
Human dignity:
Ferdowsi king with a creative name John and Wisdom and Man that is the beginning of wisdom not He was
a man of wit and creativity in people suffering hierarchy down and the existence of a human being can share
with God Knows. Man is the only creature that is both spirit and intellect that both the human understanding is
offshore.
In the name of God superior wisdom falling thought return(H, 1.1)
D and the Meet the universe Ann D several mediators are returning Ann D The nature of the Upper Snake
Inner self Tion circuit game (H, 3 / 65-66)
Ferdowsi death Better With the hardship of life Knows;
The Better Death of Her life I am a servant of the Alar (H-475/244)
Judgment and speech Survey:
Speaking Survey and Word Aquaculture is epic and coach technician training principles it seeks is to
diminish the mirror of the human mind to step It detection is human speech is different node and choose the best
of them:
I promise to get Cayenne G since Ed had told all her puffy leaf Speaking I have since the S node of the
know again show me the no value exchange (889 / 547-548)
The Universe of eternal what is and enough with the other two did not what is. Beck An elegant and Radar
say Nick is not an arts to the world's Rig (H- 1101 / 2414-2415)
The story of Ian spoke to Sky Go Kavoos best example snow polls and correct diagnosis is wrong, the story
is that this decision would be that the Kavoos Of God's religion and deflect:
One January and have yet elegant Hand who knows all the traditions and ways of meeting Thought turn
from God to clean the oven thoroughly beautiful pour soil (, f 2 / 441-442)
Dave the presence Kavoos can be And Kiss the ground that his and since Introduction Chinese with fatty
Kavoos language that says:
Got the earth and what is a bad one, you've seen the sky At I am a (n, C 2/455)
And At continue to justify the idea that G Wade:
Demiurge without no live of The However, you must be heaven And Land (n, C 2/460)
Kavoos without thinking and contemplation of scientists at the distance of the earth, the sky and asks Next
Rule You will go to the night and the nest of the eagle chicks in his turn And At home with chicken and
barbecued develop . As soon as big and strong as an eagle on the bed prepared in the four corners of the eagle
are Rabstnd in bed Lohay Pepe spear The Have And Upon Haran is hung on a pole; When Eagle The They were
hungry to get to the meat came flying in. Inevitably, bed and Kavoos raised to the heavens, so that he could
Flight They And Kavoos to the more With Own To the sky, when the power and ability to Of Lost, stopped,
then bed and Kavoos Amol land in the woods moan escape from death had fell, but God, of His Army The
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Search Everywhere They Rustam, the place was search place and With Some of youth went to the Shah of Iran.
G. down the road to R. is saying:
Cho Kavoos involved totalitarian J Han Han and May have a memory one of the Wisdom He is not
knowledge of the decision not to intelligence is placed And Not the place You do not mind if many within one
thinking of himself utterly elegant Not Cho genies want the RA and vote in the wind comes that comes on the
pH of (n, f, 2, 310 / 491-494)
Results Decision:
The Universe The principle goal of education is one of the world's creation man, and of perfecting his. And
we realize the importance of education. Generally Training can be divided into two kinds of religious education
and non-religious education. Religious education is the deliberate and purposeful set of actions to educate the
statement accredited to other people so that people practice a religion and its teachings seem to be committed
and adhere.
It should be noted that non-Islamic education and religious education for all More than that, each religion
may be educative but not Islamic. Any training that Jen has no religion, incomplete, and no apparent Durable.
Islamic Education as Education Islam, the Quran, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the Imams of the great coaches are
not infallible.
Excellent the aim of education is the most heavenly human desires and instincts of self-refinement and
adjustment to raise the human spirit and great intellect was his highest level of perfection. All prophets from
Adam (AS) to Khatam (s) from the creator to were commissioned to lead humanity towards human perfection.
Every prophet was sent to confirm and complete previous religion and Islam is the complete And most
comprehensive The ritual and religion as a category and the only religion is conveyed to humanity by The
Imams and divine loving kindness distortions remain secure. Magnitude A certain books cementum other
prophets would distort the faith and credit of the prophets and religion are not a stain of shame that people skirt
and jobber of misleading and fictitious religions until the end of time has infected us, we believe in Unity theory
and practice of all the Prophets, Islamic education in a variety of patterns and promote the needs of different
communities.
Today Which are man-made pagan civilizations of East and West Common universe Each has features and
benefits that are a lot of problems and losses They have too many people on the roads and paths of female
representatives, tortuous and rugged They. This civilization; Although, the technique is the ability of humans
Extensive But man has created a breeding That Which also provide for the maintenance and strengthening of the
public and preserve the useful life Is short, and ethics and it is not considered spiritual and sometimes forgotten
and this leads to backwardness and decline is being caused.
Because of the greatness and power of ancient Iran and nurture scientists and scholars for their great work
on progress Works by European and American countries and they like Avicenna, Abu Rayhan Biruni and a
university today they are taught We can study the fundamentals of traditional education remained the works of
such contemporary works of Saadi, Ferdowsi, ... about We undertake study and training precious teachings that
contradict religious teachings and We then extracted human needs today and in accordance with the Educators
put at the disposal of age. We will be notifying all groups of children and youth with majesty and power of
Iranian culture and civilization. Force arming young people with confidence in their build resistance against
cultural invasion and instead entered the retail cultural baseless and vulgar diversion, such as the issuer of
Islamic teachings and principles appropriate to our country.
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